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to give such details as he can by means of a letter, and, in
general, the particulars required consist of:
 (1)	Date and time of accident.
 (2)	The locus.
 (3)	A description of the accident, with a sketch plan.
 (4)	Names and addresses of witnesses, if any.
 (5)	Names and addresses of persons injured, or whose pro-
perty was damaged.
 (6)	Full details of the injuries or damage sustained—

 (a)	bodily injuries
 (b)	damage to property
(7)	Whether  any  claims   have   been   intimated  by third
parties.    (If a claim in writing has been received, the
correspondence has to be forwarded unanswered.   If a
verbal claim only has been made, details have to be
given.)
Other information is required, according to the kind of policy
concerned and the type of accident.
When the information is received by the insurers, the policy
details are checked to ascertain whether the policy under which
the accident is notified is in force and applicable. It is usual
for brief particulars of the policy to be copied on to a claim
envelope, or facing sheet, for easy reference by the insurers'
officials and representatives.
INVESTIGATION
Once an accident has been notified and it has been determined
that it is one which may be expected to fall within the provisions
of the policy, the insurers, by officials on their own staff, by
their assessors, or by their solicitors, proceed to investigate the
occurrence, even though no claim may have been made. It is
essential that this investigation be made as soon as possible after
the occurrence, while the circumstances are fresh in the minds
of those concerned, and particularly the witnesses.
The claims investigator, wherever possible, visits the scene of
the accident where he endeavours to reconstruct the event and
to obtain statements from witnesses. The class of accident indi-
cates to the official the details which will have a bearing on the
liability of the insured; thus, if there has been a driving accident
or an accident in which cattle may have been involved, the
position of the vehicles or animals, the state and measurements
of tbe highway, and the lighting conditions at the time are all
relevant. A police report may be obtainable on application to

